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Since 2008, our governments have spent vast sums of taxpayers’ money propping

situation; it was their risky, get-rich-quick business strategies that unravelled so
damagingly in 2008.
But they were only able to take such dangerous risks because a light-touch

As our economies continue to struggle in the wake of the crisis, governments and
regulators have been discussing how these rules should be changed to prevent a
similar situation from arising again.
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theyøhave learned their lesson and should be left to their own devices once more.
And they have funded a small army of spokespeople and lobbyists to
plead their case to regulators, government ministers and other key decisionBrusselsøalone.

But who speaks in society’s interest?
By 2010, members of the European Parliament from across the political spectrum
about regulatory reform in the EU.
They decided that a new and independent voice was needed to offer a credible

Society

ON

FINANCE WATCH
promoting the interests of society as a whole. In June 2010, they issued a call for an

trade unions, consumer groups and other voluntary organisations. In 2011, Finance
Watch held its inaugural general assembly, electing its board and appointing
Since then, the organisation’s full-time secretariat has grown quickly, with the
recruitment of a team of experienced professionals to act as a small but effective

What does Finance Watch do?
in allocating savings and capital to sustainable economic development,
Our role is to represent the public interest and bring balance to the debate about
ensure:
•
•
•
curtailed or banned altogether.
To this end, Finance Watch:
•
• formulates and publishes policy positions on key questions; and
• promotes these positions to decision-makers, the press and public.

ordinary citizens are better equipped to understand this important debate.

What can you do?
1. Make a contribution

Finance Watch accepts funding from private individuals, companies and
foundations, as well as its members. Every contribution it receives helps to
strengthen the organisation’s ability to promote the public interest and act as

2. Become a Friend

You can show your support for Finance Watch’s mission by signing up as
a Friend. It costs nothing and you will receive a regular email newsletter
updating you on our activities.

How Finance Watch works
Finance Watch is a registered charity that today counts more than 70 members.
Its member organisations include consumer groups, retail investor associations, housing associations, trade unions and NGOs that together represent
a large section of European citizens.
academics whose expertise helps inform the work of Finance Watch staff.
Watch, while a Committee of Transparency and Independence is charged
membership and funding, and that its advocacy isøindependent.
Finance Watch also has a full-time professional secretariat staffed by
Together they have the hands-on experience required to go toe to toe with

3. Spread the word
prosperity. Please help us to add to the support for the campaign
that serves society. Your network can make
for a
a difference!

4. Become a Member
matters can apply to join the membership of Finance Watch. Members have
a direct say in our work by voting at our General Assembly, standing for the
Board of Directors and participating in working groups.
For more information visit

